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1. Overview

The typical contact center collects and stores a vast amount of data in the form of customer interactions. It is widely recognized

that these customer interactions, contain information about the root causes of key business issues. Designed to deliver valuable

intelligence that business users readily understand and use, MiaRec Speech Analytics can help reveal the cause/effect

relationships that underlie performance and business outcomes across the enterprise, without the complexity usually associated

with advanced analytical technologies.

By revealing both what is happening and why, Speech Analytics helps equip organizations to make better-informed decisions,

maximize strengths, address deficiencies, and make the most of market perceptions and opportunities. For instance, mining

information from contact center calls using Speech Analytics, can be an early warning system, before an issue escalates to

negative social media.

The goal is to analyze information that can help a company improve customer service, get reactions to new products or policies,

and so on. That is, Speech Analytics can help companies turn thousands of calls into actionable data.

The MiaRec application uses speech-to-text technologies to transcribe recorded customer interactions and to transform them

into a searchable database. It helps organizations enhance customer retention and satisfaction, increase first call resolution and

improve sales and self service effectiveness.

The Speech Analytics application automatically prioritizes transcribed interactions based on specific business issues relevant to

your contact center. The Speech Analytics application then enables you to access the transcribed contacts for playback, enabling

you to hear the context in which the words were said and thus identify issues critical to your business needs.

With Speech Analytics you can:

Gain insight from recorded calls to help you improve products, processes, competitive advantage, and the overall customer

experience.

Use advanced search capabilities to research any hypothesis and quickly receive a prioritized list of results out of millions of

calls.

Surface trends that might otherwise go undetected without listening to thousands of calls.

• 

• 

• 
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2. Transcription

MiaRec automatically transcribes calls into text, allowing users to quickly review the transcription and search for keywords or

phrases.

The application can transcribe 100% or selective calls based on many criteria, like group, call duration, call direction and others.

2. Transcription
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3. Topics and keywords

MiaRec allows you to record and analyze 100% of calls automatically. It does the following actions:

Identifies each defined keyword/phrase that the participants use in a conversation

Categorizes calls by topics

Calculates the aggregated call score

Displays call volume trends by topic over a period of time

Searches calls by topic, keyword or score

This capability negates the need to spend resources on manual analysis of random recordings and provides complete coverage of

voice interactions in the contact center.

3.1 Keyword spotting

Keyword spotting, a subset of speech analytics, is the ability of a monitoring system to recognize predefined words and phrases

in interactions.

For example, you are interested in knowing when customers use the word "frustrated" or other words during an interaction with

one of your agents. You define the keywords in the MiaRec application and then put it into operation.

Examples of keywords / phrases:

"frustrated"

"upset"

"cancel my account"

"angry"

"you're not listening"

MiaRec identifies who spoken the spotted keywords, agent or customer. Some keywords may have different value or even

meaning depending of who, agent or customer, speaks them. For example, phrases like "thank you so much", "excellent",

"fabulous" are more valued if they are spoken by customer rather than by agent, who is trained to be polite during a call.

MiaRec shows the spotted keywords above the transcription as well as highlights them within a transcription.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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3.2 Topic extraction

A topic is a set of similar or related keywords that fall into the same category. For example, a topic "Repeated calls" may consist

of phrases like "called before", "called twice", "called last week", "never heard back" etc.

Examples of topics:

Upset customer

Account cancellation

Repeated calls

MiaRec shows the extracted topics in call details.

• 

• 

• 

3.2 Topic extraction
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Topic extraction is highly effective when used together with the Sentiment score feature.

Info

3.2 Topic extraction
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4. Sentiment score

Sentiment analysis is a machine learning tool that analyzes texts for polarity. Polarity refers to the overall sentiment conveyed by

a particular text, phrase or word. This polarity can be expressed as a numerical rating known as a “sentiment score”. For

example, this score can be a number between -100 and 100 with 0 representing neutral sentiment. By training machine learning

tools, machines automatically learn how to detect sentiment without human input and score configuration.

MiaRec Voice Analytics expresses customer sentiment in two different ways: through a numerical score with its associated emoji

and through visualization of colors within the keyword list and transcript.

4.1 Numerical score

The MiaRec speech engine analyzes identified keywords for positive or negative customer sentiment. Each keyword can be

assigned a numeric value, either positive, negative, or zero ( -100  to +100 ). A total sentiment score value is a summary of all

spotted keywords' scores. Depending on the number of times a positive or negative keyword is mentioned either by the customer

or the agent, a customer score, an agent score, and the total sentiment score (the average of the two) is automatically tabulated

and symbolized by the appropriate emoji.

4.2 Visualization of the keywords and transcript

Positive keywords, such as "thank you" or "this is helpful", are color-coded in green in the transcript as well as in the keyword list

(or any other positive color you like), while negative keywords, like "upset", "angry", or "I expected more", are in shown in red.

This allows you to see at a glance how a call is trending. If a customer is angry at first, does the agent resolve the problem

quickly or does it escalate? With MiaRec's visual Customer Sentiment, you can immediately see it without reading the entire

transcript, saving you valuable time.

4. Sentiment score
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By hovering over the coloured text, you can preview the sentiment score of a specific keyword.

4.2 Visualization of the keywords and transcript
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5. Searching

5.1 Searching by topic and/or score

You can search calls by any of topic or score value. For example, you can use this search capability to pullup "critical" call

recordings for review.

5.2 Searching in transcription

You can search the transcribed calls using any text expression.

5. Searching
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5.2 Searching in transcription
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6. Trend analysis

6.1 Trend analysis for all topics

Users can easily review trends of call value per topic over certain period of time. For instance, MiaRec can show end users if

there was any change in call volumes for any topic.

Navigate to Speech Analytics > Trend Analysis to see trends for topics in your contact center for a specified period of time.

You choose a different period for analysis by changing a date range in search panel and clicking Search button.

In Trend Analysis page, you can see:

Total number of calls for each topic for a whole period (column Total Calls)

A trend diagram, displaying a change in call volume over the last 7 trend periods (column Trends). You can choose a

different Trend Period in search panel (Day, Week, Month, Quarter, Year).

You can can narrow-down search to focus on particular calls, like shown in the following screenshot:

• 

• 

6. Trend analysis
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By default, topics on Trend Analysis page is ordered by Total Calls, with topics with highest number of calls shown at the top.

You can change the order by clicking Order By select box in the bottom of table:

6.2 Trend analysis for individual topic

Click View link for a topic to see metrics for this topic only. The following screenshot demonstrates metrics for topic Subsequent

(repeated) calls.

On this page, you can see:

A chart, displaying trends of topics over the selected period of time. You can change a period of time in the search panel and

click Search button to re-calculate trends.

Various metrics, like minimum, maximum and average calls per period, total/min/max/avg keywords etc.

A list of keywords in the topic. Each keywords shows a numeric value, representing how many times it was spotted in calls

for this period of time.

• 

• 

• 
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At the bottom of this page, you can see call recordings matching the search criteria:

6.2 Trend analysis for individual topic
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You can narrow down search by selecting criteria in the search panel and clicking Search button. For example, you can choose

Group, Call duration, Call direction and other attributes to filter data.

6.2 Trend analysis for individual topic
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6.2 Trend analysis for individual topic
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7. Configuring topics

Navigate to Administration > Speech Analytics > Topics page, click Add button to create new topic or Edit button to modify

the existing topic.

In the Edit Topic page, you can configure:

Name for topic

Color, which helps to visually distinguish different topics

Optional description

Speaker side, where the keywords will be searched for. Keywords can be searched in either agent side, customer side or

both.

A list of keywords and their corresponding score

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Keyword expression can be as simple as an exact phrase "cancel account" or more complex expression like "(cancel OR canceling

OR cancelled) NEAR account". Check MQL expression for details.

Title attribute is optional. It useful to specify a short and easy to read title for complex expression like "(close*|closing) NEAR

account". A title will be shown in call details instead of the expression.

7. Configuring topics
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Use Keyword score score to rank the important of the spotted keywords. A summary of scores of all spotted keywords will be

used as a sentiment score. For details, see Sentiment score.

7. Configuring topics
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8. Configuring data display settings

8.1 Display Topic column in recordings list

To display topic information in call recordings list, navigate to Administration > Customization > Fields Visibility, click Edit

for the corresponding Recordings layouts (these layouts correspond to the tabs on Recordings page):

In the Hidden Columns list, locate Topic column and click show link or drag-n-drop it to Visible Columns list.

8. Configuring data display settings
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After you save the layout configuration, you will be able to see Topics column in recordings list.

8.2 Display sentiment score column in recordings list

To display topic score information in call recordings list, navigate to Administration > Customization > Fields Visibility,

click Edit for the corresponding Recordings layouts (these layouts correspond to tabs on Recordings page).

In the Edit Layout page, click the show link for the Sentiment score columns or drag-n-drop them to the Visible Columns list.

8.2 Display sentiment score column in recordings list
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After you save the layout configuration, you will be able to see Sentiment score columns in recordings list.

8.2 Display sentiment score column in recordings list
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